Kieran Maxwell - SU President and Lead Delegate

**Priority zone:** FOR all proposals

**Education zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
AGAINST Black Students Campaign amendment

**Union Development zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
AGAINST Affirm Conference’s Commitment to Freedom of Speech

**Welfare zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
AGAINST Meaningful Mental Health Campaigns not Puppy Rooms

**Society and Citizenship zone:** FOR all proposals

---

Lilian Jones (NB, Lilian was only in attendance at day one of Conference)

**Priority zone:** FOR all proposals

**Education zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
AGAINST Black Students Campaign amendment

**Union Development zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
AGAINST Affirm Conference’s Commitment to Freedom of Speech

---

Mohammed Al Bux

**Priority zone:** FOR all proposals with amendments

**Education zone:** FOR all proposals with amendments, except:
AGAINST second referendum motion

**Union Development zone:** FOR all proposals with amendments

**Welfare zone:** FOR all proposals with amendments

**Society and Citizenship zone:** FOR all proposals with amendments

---

Gabe Milne

**Priority zone:** FOR all proposals

**Education zone:** FOR all proposals

**Union Development zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
ABSTAIN Affirm Conference's Commitment to Freedom of Speech

**Welfare zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
AGAINST Meaningful Mental Health Campaigns not Puppy Rooms

**Society and Citizenship zone:** FOR all proposals

---

**Election votes:**

President: Shakira Martin
VP Higher Education: Amatey Doku
VP Union Development: Jessy Levy
VP Society and Citizenship: Abdi Duale
VP Welfare: Izzy Lenga

---

**Electoral votes:**

President: Sahaya James
VP Higher Education: Ana Oppenheim
VP Union Development: Ali Milani
VP Society and Citizenship: Zamzam Ibrahim
VP Welfare: Eva Crossan-Jory

---

Gabe Milne

**Priority zone:** FOR all proposals

**Education zone:** FOR all proposals

**Union Development zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
ABSTAIN Affirm Conference's Commitment to Freedom of Speech

**Welfare zone:** FOR all proposals, except:
AGAINST Meaningful Mental Health Campaigns not Puppy Rooms

**Society and Citizenship zone:** FOR all proposals

---

**Election votes:**

President - Shakira Martin
VP Higher Education - Amatey Doku
VP Society and Citizenship - Abdi Duale
VP Union Development - Jess Levy
VP Welfare - Izzy Lenga

Fahmina Mridha
Priority zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Education zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Union Development zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Welfare zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Society and Citizenship zone: FOR all proposals with amendments

Election votes:
President: Momin Saqib
VP HE: Ana Oppenheim
VP UD: Ali Milano
VP Soc and Cit: Zamzam Ibrahim
VP Welfare: Eva Crossan-Jory

Beth Eyre
Priority zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Education zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Union Development zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Welfare zone: FOR all proposals with amendments, except:
AGAINST Meaningful Mental Health Campaigns, Not Puppy Rooms
Society and Citizenship zone: FOR all proposals with amendments

Election votes:
President: Shakira Martin
VP Higher Education: Amatey Doku
VP Union Development: Jess Levy
VP Society and Citizenship: Abdi Duale
VP Welfare: Izzy Lenga

Mayeda Tayyab
Priority zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Education zone: FOR all proposals with amendments, except:
ABSTAIN not letting the door hit us on the way out
ABSTAIN resisting the brexit brain drain
ABSTAIN quality of teaching
ABSTAIN there is progression for most learners. Why not us?
Union Development zone: FOR all proposals with amendments except:
ABSTAIN asset learner forum
ABSTAIN updating the education act
Welfare zone: FOR all proposals with amendments
Society and Citizenship zone: FOR all proposals with amendments except:
ABSTAIN Ending single use plastics

Election votes:
President: not recorded
VP HE: not recorded
VP UD: not recorded
VP Soc and Cit: not recorded
VP Welfare: not recorded